
Simple method for improving the sampling in
profile measurements by use of the Ronchi test
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We present a simple method for increasing the number of data points obtained during performance of
profilometric measurements with the Ronchi test. The method is based on multiple ronchigram acqui-
sitions that are superimposed after a few very simple data-processing operations. The measurement
method, experimental setup, and data processing are described in detail from the ronchigram to the
measured profile, and experimental results for a concave surface of an spherical ophthalmic lens are
provided. The radius of curvature values measured for that surface are compared with the ones
obtained with a high-precision radioscope, showing very good agreement and demonstrating the capa-
bility of the technique to measure topographic profiles of reflective samples. © 2000 Optical Society of
America
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1. Introduction

The Ronchi test has long been used as a measuring tool
in the optical shop.1 The technique allows the mea-
surement of highly aberrated wave fronts, owing to its
ability to measure large ray slope changes, but lacks
the sampling and accuracy properties now common-
place in other optical profilometry techniques. It has
been described with the same mathematical theory as
the well-known Hartmann screen test,2 and also as a
shearing interferometer.3 Considerable research has
been developed on accuracy improvements of Ronchi-
test techniques through phase-shifting schemes.4,5

However, solutions aimed at improving the num-
ber of measured data points on the surface being
tested are not so usual. In this paper we present an
improvement of the Ronchi-test technique that is
easy to set up and allows a significant increase in the
number of data points measured. The principle of
measurement and the experimental arrangement is
described, including the experimental setup and the
data-processing procedures being used to extract a
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surface profile from the registered fringe patterns.
Next, the presented technique is applied to profile an
spherical sample, and the accuracy of the measure-
ment is validated by comparison of a reference radius
of curvature with the radius of curvature obtained by
surface fitting an spherical surface to the measured
profile. Finally, conclusions are drawn from the pre-
sented results.

2. Principle of Measurement

In Ronchi-test techniques the wave front being tested
is sampled through a low-frequency grating consist-
ing of light and dark stripes of equal pitch ~the Ronchi
ruling!. The fringe pattern generated when the
wave front being tested crosses the Ronchi ruling is
then used to compute a reconstruction of the incom-
ing wave front.

Figure 1 presents the Ronchi-test experimental
setup we used. An optical fiber forms an almost
point-shaped diverging source ~4 mm wide! that pro-
ides a diverging wave front. After reflection on a
ellicle beam splitter, this wave front impinges on the
eflective concave surface being tested. The re-
ected wave front, containing the information from
he surface under test, passes through the beam split-
er again, crosses a Ronchi ruling and the fringe pat-
ern so created ~which will be called the ronchigram
enceforth! is recorded with a CCD camera with its
bjective focused on infinity.
Information on the position at the Ronchi ruling

lane at which the rays reflected on the sample
rossed the ruling may be obtained with the known
1 September 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 25 y APPLIED OPTICS 4529
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period of the ruling and from one reference line whose
absolute position is known. This allows the deter-
mination of the absolute position at the Ronchi ruling
plane of each of the bright strips in the registered
ronchigram. By use of the known focal length of the
objective and the pixel pitch of the CCD array, the
slope of the rays passing through each bright strip
may be determined from the particular pixel on the
CCD array on which the rays are impinging; this
determination is possible because the camera objec-
tive has been focused on infinity and, under this
working condition, all rays with a given slope im-
pinge on a certain pixel ~Fig. 2!. Therefore, with one
ingle ronchigram, the slope and position of a set of
ays along the coordinate orthogonal to the ruling
ines may be measured.

To obtain combined position and slope information
f the wave front in two orthogonal directions, one
an use two approaches. Either rotational symme-
ry of the wave front is assumed,6 or a second ronchi-

gram is obtained with the ruling lines tilted 90°.7,8

We prefer this last approach, as a particular shape of
the measured wave front is not assumed, yielding a
more general measurement method. In our mea-
surements, the ruling lines are placed horizontally in
one ronchigram ~following the X axis in Fig. 1! and
ertically in the other ~following the Y axis in Fig. 1!.
e refer to these ronchigrams as the X and the Y

onchigrams.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.

Fig. 2. Measurement of the slope and position of one ray reflected
on the sample at the Ronchi ruling plane. With the objective
focused at infinity, each pixel receives only rays with a given slope.
Position at the ruling plane is obtained with a reference ruling line.
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A set of usual image-processing operations are then
erformed, and a schematic data-processing se-
uence is provided in Fig. 3. The initial set of oper-
tions involves smoothing, thresholding, and eroding
he bright strips on each ronchigram to obtain the
ne-pixel-wide central line in each bright strip. The
roded fringe patterns coming from the two orthogo-
al ronchigrams are then superimposed, and the in-
ersection points of the line patterns from the X and
he Y ronchigrams may be determined. At these
ntersection points the slope and incidence position
long the X and the Y axes of a set of reflected rays is
nown at the Ronchi ruling plane.
By use of ray-tracing techniques ~Fig. 4!, the inter-

ection of each reflected ray with the sample surface
ay then be obtained, provided that the source is

Fig. 3. Data processing from the ronchigram to the surface pro-
file.

Fig. 4. Ray-tracing schematics. Reflected rays are ray traced
backwards to calculate the local normal to the sample at the point
where the rays leave the surface.
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placed close to the center of curvature of the surface
under test. This paraxial condition assumption
greatly simplifies the ray-tracing procedures, as it
allows for consideration of ray tracing from the Ron-
chi ruling plane to the tangent plane to the surface at
its vertex as equivalent to ray tracing to the real
surface.9 The incident ray on the sample surface
may be calculated as the one going from the source to
the position on the sample surface where each re-
flected ray leaves the surface under test. Once the
incident and reflected ray at a set of points of the
surface are known, the local normal to the surface at
those points is computed by use of Snell’s law. A
final integration procedure yields the desired surface
profile, assuming the measured wave front is smooth.
With this profile measurement technique, the num-
ber of measured data points on the surface is deter-
mined by the number of bright strips present in the
acquired ronchigrams: the higher the number of
bright strips, the higher the number of intersection
points between them that become valid sampling
points on the surface under test. Typical values in-
volve approximately ten bright strips in each direc-
tion, yielding a typical value of 100 sampling points.

An apparent solution for improving the sampling of
the surface under test would be to raise the frequency
of the ruling to yield more strips in each recorded
ronchigram. However, this approach would also in-
crease the importance of the diffractive effects caused
by the ruling in the ronchigram, up to a point at
which the simple geometric description of the ronchi-
gram used would not be valid. Frequencies of 70lpi
~T 5 0.356 mm! have been estimated as the maxi-
mum for the geometric approach to remain valid both
theoretically and experimentally.9

The desired increase in the number of sampling
points should increase the number of bright strips in
the X and the Y ronchigrams without any undesired
increase in the diffractive effects caused by the rul-
ing. This is obtained if a number n of ronchigrams

ith the lines of the ruling displaced a fraction Tyn of
its period are recorded along the X and the Y axes,
yielding n X ronchigrams and n Y ronchigrams.
Each of these displaced ronchigrams then undergoes
the same smoothing, thresholding, and eroding pro-
cedure previously mentioned, to be finally superim-
posed to yield a composed ronchigram. If each
original ronchigram had m lines, the composed X
ronchigram would have an estimate of m 3 n lines,
and the same would apply for the Y ronchigram.
The number of measured sampling points would rise
from m2 with one X ronchigram and one Y ronchi-
gram to an estimated value of ~m 3 n!2 with the
described multiacquisition procedure. This means
an increase of 2 orders of magnitude in the number of
sampled points if n 5 10, meaning that the lines of
the ruling are displaced Ty10 between consecutive
ronchigram acquisitions.

To perform this multiacquisition procedure, it was
necessary to include two encoder motors in the ex-
perimental setup; this allowed precise micrometric
displacements of the Ronchi ruling along the X and
1

the Y axes. It is stressed that, as the Ronchi ruling
consists of straight light and dark stripes, displace-
ment along the X~Y! axis keeps the X~Y! ronchigram
unaltered. As typical displacement values need
submicrometric accuracy, we named the technique
microstepping. An additional stepping motor al-
lowed rotation of the ruling around the Z axis to
direct the lines on the ruling in the desired direction,
with a resolution of 1.1 3 1023 rad.

3. Experiment

Experimental results are presented for one spherical
surface, which was measured with a high-precision
radioscope to provide a reference value, yielding a
radius of curvature of 149.7 mm. Comparison of this
reference value with the radius of curvature value
measured with the presented Ronchi-test technique
is done to test the reliability of the measurement.
Results are presented and compared for both the non-

Fig. 5. First pair of ronchigrams: ~a! ruling lines along the X
axis ~X ronchigram! and ~b! ruling lines along the Y axis ~Y ron-
chigram!.
September 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 25 y APPLIED OPTICS 4531
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microstepped and the microstepped experiment. A
Ronchi ruling of 50 linesyin ~T 5 0.508 mm! was
used, together with a fixed focal objective with 50-mm
effective focal length at the CCD camera. The dis-
tance from the Ronchi ruling to the surface was set at
171.2 mm. Ten steps were performed in the mi-
crostepped experiment, so consecutive ronchigram
data acquisitions were obtained when the ruling was
displaced 50.8 mm.

Figure 5 shows the pair of ronchigrams obtained
for the nonmicrostepped experiment, which are used
as the first pair in the series of ten pairs of ronchi-
grams required in the microstepped experiment.
Figure 6 shows the superposition of eroded ronchi-
grams in the nonmicrostepped and the microstepped
experiments. The number of valid sampling points
has risen from 72 to 7583 in the microstepped exper-
iment, yielding the intensive sampling of the mea-
sured area observed in Fig. 6~b!. The measured area

Fig. 6. Superposition of eroded ronchigrams. Each intersection
of orthogonal lines is a valid sampling point. ~a! Nonmi-
rostepped experiment and ~b! microstepped experiment.
532 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 25 y 1 September 2000
n the microstepped and in the nonmicrostepped
easurements are 2.04 and 1.76 cm2, respectively.
When the data processing is completed, a surface

profile is obtained in which a height value is assigned
to each sampling point. Height values between
sampling points are interpolated by use of any three-
dimensional representation software used. With
the larger number of sampled points available with
microstepping techniques, the effect of these interpo-
lation procedures is significantly reduced, as consec-
utive data points become much closer to each other.
This effect may be observed in Fig. 7, in which the
three-dimensional profile reconstruction for the sur-
face being tested is presented both for the nonmi-
crostepped and the microstepped experiment. The
plotted surface has been interpolated by software,
and the available data points have been plotted on it
as dots. Figure 8 presents the same data again un-
der a contour plot representation, without any soft-
ware interpolation, meaning that each of the plotted
points is a measured data point from the surface,
with a gray value determined by its measured height.

Fig. 7. Three-dimensional surface reconstruction: ~a! nonmi-
crostepped experiment and ~b! microstepped experiment.
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Table 1. Three-Dimensional Fitting Results for the Measured Surface

c
c

Each contour step equals 72 mm in Fig. 8~a! and 9 mm
n Fig. 8~b!. Even with the higher contour step val-
es, the spherical shape of the surface is hardly ap-
reciated in Fig. 8~a!, in which points with available
ata have been enlarged to a 5 3 5 pixel square to
mprove its visibility. In Fig. 8~b!, the amount of
lotted points in the microstepped experiment allows
much more detailed picture of the measured sur-

ace, and the effect of the improvement of the sam-
ling in the quality of the measurement may be
ppreciated.

Fig. 8. Contour plot surface reconstruction: ~a! nonmi-
crostepped experiment, contour step 72 mm and ~b! microstepped
experiment, contour step 9 mm. Data points in the nonmi-
crostepped experiment have been enlarged to improve their visi-
bility. Each plotted point is a measured data point with a gray
value determined by its measured height.
1

To test the validity of the measurement procedure,
e fit the microstepped and nonmicrostepped sets of
easured ~x, y, z! data to the best spherical surface,

escribed by

z 5

1
R

@~x 2 x0!
2 1 ~y 2 y0!

2#1y2

1 1 F1 2
~x 2 x0!

2 1 ~y 2 y0!
2

R2 G1y2 , (1)

where z is the sagitta of the surface, R is its radius of
curvature, and ~x0, y0, 0! are the coordinates of its
vertex. The radius of curvature and vertex position
values yielding the spherical surface that best fits the
measured ~x, y, z! values are shown in Table 1, to-
gether with the correlation coefficient depicting the
quality of the fit.

It may be seen how the measured radius of curva-
ture values of both microstepped and nonmi-
crostepped measurements agree very well with the
149.7-mm value used as reference. The closeness of
the correlation coefficient to unity also demonstrates
the similarity of the measured surface to the spher-
ical shape described in Eq. ~1!. It is worth noting
that the values obtained in both measurements are
identical up to the 0.01-mm scale in radius of curva-
ture and in vertex position, confirming that the mi-
crostepped and the nonmicrostepped measurements
are obtaining the same surface profile, although with
a different number of sampling points. This pro-
vides consistent proof of the capability of the tech-
nique to measure topographic profiles of concave
surfaces.

Even though the profiles in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! are
quite different visually, the results of the curve-
fitting procedure have not been noticeably affected by
the microstepping procedure. Although the number
of measured data points is reduced in the nonmi-
crostepped measurement, they all belong to the same
sphere, so its fitting yields identical results. As a
consequence, the microstepping method is not re-
quired during measurement performed just to obtain
radius of curvature values, although they provide a
very important improvement in the sampling of the
topographic measurements performed with Ronchi-
test techniques.

4. Conclusions

In summary, a simple experimental technique to im-
prove the sampling in Ronchi-test techniques has

with Eq. ~1!a

Measurement
Procedure

R
~mm!

x0

~mm!
y0

~mm! r2

Nonmicrostepped 149.78 0.66 0.03 0.999998
Microstepped 149.78 0.66 0.03 0.999998

aR is the radius of curvature of the best-fit sphere; ~x0, y0! are the
oordinates of the vertex of the surface; and r2 is the correlation
oefficient of the fit.
September 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 25 y APPLIED OPTICS 4533
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been presented. The technique is based on multiple
ronchigram acquisition through small motorized dis-
placements of the Ronchi ruling in two orthogonal
directions. Data from the acquired ronchigrams is
superimposed to obtain more sampling points on the
surface without increasing the diffractive effects
caused by the Ronchi ruling.

The technique increases the sampling of the mea-
surement by a factor n2 when n ronchigrams in or-
hogonal directions are recorded, providing a simple
ay to perform intensive samplings of the surfaces
eing tested and to minimize the effects of software
nterpolation in neighboring data points when the
rofile of the surface is plotted. Results have been
resented for a concave spherical sample and vali-
ated with radioscopic radius of curvature measure-
ents, showing the accuracy of the measurement

echnique.
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